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Covid-19 was the turbocharger trigger that shifted the way we work.
Evolving our workforce and workplace is now not only crucial but
inevitable. As many companies tread the path we prepare this eBook to
share some of our insights with you. We hope this information will help
with returning employees safely to the office and create long lasting
processes that companies can easily implement. With all the
uncertainties around hybrid work we suggest checking out tools like
yoffix to help you on your path to a successful hybrid workplace.

We believe it doesn't matter "where work happens" –
but how "we can work better together" does.

Definitions

[Remote work]:  is a method of working that allows professionals to work for
a company without being physically present in any of the premises. Thus
offering a  non-traditional office environment. It is based on the concept
that work does not need to be done in a specific place to be executed
successfully.

[Hybrid work]: A hybrid workplace model allows employees to work from
home (WFH) or in-office, without creating the dichotomy of “remote vs.
in-office” for employees. When implemented correctly and following best
practices, a hybrid office strikes the right balance between the two.
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Top features

Desk and space reservation

Attendance scheduling

Space management reporting and analytics

Employee app

To learn more about our feature and how yoffix can fit your company: book
a demo with us.
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What’s a “Hybrid Office” and how can it benefit your
organization

As stated earlier, the Covid-19 pandemic has irreversibly disrupted the old
working model and created a tectonic shift globally, pushing adoption of
hybrid workplaces. Remote became the norm (during the pandemic), with
many businesses planning to carry the hybrid office model into the future.
The data shows us that:

⭐ 100% of Dax-30 companies will offer remote work options to their

employees. (Spiegel)

⭐More than 80% of German managers expect expect greater

demand for home-office from employees (Fraunhofer-Institut für
Arbeitswirtschaft und Organisation

⭐ Over 60%  of the workforce prefer to work at home one or more days

a week (Jones Lang LaSalle research)

⭐ 40%  of companies plan to extend home office offer after COVID-19

in Germany (Fraunhofer-Institut für Arbeitswirtschaft und
Organisation)

⭐ A survey in May showed that 55% of US workers want a mixture of

zhome and office working (Stanford).

⭐80% of employees request a minimum of 2 home-office days a

week post Covid-19 (yoffix internal surveys)

What would it mean for your organization to go hybrid and what are the
benefits?
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Let’s talk about BENEFITS

This mix, between remote and office time, gives employees more freedom
and autonomy around when to work as well as where. Organizations may
end up with a more productive, cost-efficient, and happy workforce.

✅ Time and cost savings

For businesses - Expect lower overheads. Fewer people in the office means
fewer costly office expenses. Thanks to office downsizing (ie. a smaller
office), you may be able to spend less on rent and utilities.  Yoffix offers a
personalized calculator to check on your projected monthly savings using
our platform.

For employees - Remote workers can have savings of € 2,000 to € 6,500
yearly, by cutting costs on commute fees (petrol or transport), eating out,
new wardrobes, etc. (inc.com). This creates more time for family, friends
and hobbies instead. A study has found that remote workers get 105
additional hours a year for leisure (Citrix).

Managing and distributing resources effectively is a foolproof way to
ensure cost savings. Accessing real-time data will enable you to better
control your efforts and minimize spendings – resulting in smarter
decisions for your hybrid workplace. For example, yoffix will alert you to let
you know you are under-utilizing your space. It will offer tailored
recommendations to optimize processes, accommodating NewWork
requirements.

✅ Better use of employees’ time and higher productivity

Time - Less time spent on coordinating complicated attendance. With
yoffix’ scheduling tool wmployees can be more focused and productive, as
they benefit from less distractions.
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Productivity - Depending on the nature of the job and personality, some
employees are more comfortable at home where they can work quietly,
while others thrive in a community and office setting – perhaps, those in
cash-generating units (CGUs) such as sales teams. By allowing your
hybrid team to work to their strengths, the company’s productivity also
rises.

✅ Healthier and happier employees

Health - Let’s start by stating the obvious: the Covid-19 pandemic
accidentally accelerated the hybrid working model by decreasing health
exposure risks in the workplace (aka preventing the spread of the virus).
Fewer in-house employees means that your company may be able to
lower the chances of colds, the flu and so on, which may result in fewer sick
days.

Happiness - Employees value flexibility and want more autonomy. We
know that: 2/3 of workers are more productive when working at home. 1/3
believe the switch to remote work has left them less stressed (The
Australian Financial Review). Nearly 40% of job candidates worldwide
consider schedule flexibility as one of their top three factors in career
decisions (ManpowerGroup Solutions).

✅ A greener footprint for your organization - Become more
eco-friendly and contribute to a greener future by going hybrid. A
study showed that CO2 emissions can drop dramatically – by 5.4
million tons per year – if 40% of employees work permanently from
home two days a week (IZT on behalf of Greenpeace).

Our Conclusion: When managed properly, a hybrid workspace can create
all these benefits for your business and more. Choosing a platform like
yoffix can support your transition.
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Why does remote work not work?
Here’s how we can make it work:
AKA Hybrid work!

Why just ”remote” doesn’t work

Remote, as it sounds and means- is far. People are
too far away to become one unit. They lack structure,
motivation (that’s not internal) and even simple
appreciation. Creating proper structures for long term
remote employees is a daunting task and we’re here
to help by offering a mix.

However, even hybrid, if not implemented properly,
there are pitfalls. A mixed model can create a divide
between in-office and at-home workers, and less of a
team-spirit.

There is also a risk that “true”-remote employees may
have less access to information than those working
on the premises. With less access to face-to-face
communication, some things can fall through the
gaps for remote employees.

In-office employees may also get promoted ahead of
those WFH, simply because they are more “seen” by
upper management and stakeholders – while
paradoxically, WFH employees can be expected to
perform overtime and work more than those in-office.
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5  ways in which you can make hybrid work for you

1. Coordinate attendance and communication properly

With employees working in different sites (and possibly different time
zones), communication requires extra effort and a commitment to
check-in, which is more challenging than building rapport in the office.

Given that all contact with WFH team members occurs virtually via
messenger apps, video calls, emails, and so on, make sure to build the
community and foster team spirit online. With our easy integrations to
Slack, it’s easier to do that on a daily basis.

Also, by using yoffix, employees can easily keep managers in the loop by
sharing their schedule with a simple click.

2. Try out new processes and use scheduling tools

Clarity and consistency around procedures are essential to keep everyone
one the same page. Well-defined processes help the team work
independently and efficiently, no matter where they are:

- You can use project management tools by adding notes, resources,
etc... supporting pieces of information to assignments on projects.

- If you need everyone together for a brainstorming session or pivot
meetings, make sure to schedule it in advance and send invitations
early to ensure attendance. Only hold meetings with specific
purposes.

To improve any aspect of communication, you must be able to measure
effectiveness. Use our built in analytics and reports leverage to measure,
monitor, and analyse how employees use tools, time, and resources. You
can maximise employee engagement, morale, and productivity through
simple reports and dashboards.
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3. Have visibility of your team

An efficient hybrid workplace shouldn’t demand that everyone works the
same hours, at the same pace, though occasionally this is necessary - this
is why it’s important to gain visibility over the teams, whether at home or in
the office. Having access to everyone easily via a platform like yoffix makes
it easier - and there is also an option to regularly check in on employees’
health.

4. Be agile, flexibility is important

The data is clear: extreme flexibility and hybrid work will define the
post-pandemic workplace. Check out these statistics shared by microsoft.

Every hybrid organization must create a plan to empower employees for
extreme flexibility, factoring in their policy, physical space, and technology.
Critical questions to ask are: How are people doing and what do they
need? Who will be able to work remotely, and who might have to come in?
How often?

For this, it’s important to invest in space and technology to bridge the
physical and digital worlds. A hybrid office platform can offer the tools
needed to understand who is working from home, what equipment is
needed for workers, and foster collaboration. Team culture will need to
evolve to ensure all voices are heard.

It’s about experimenting and learning. Be flexible.

5. Equitable perks and benefits for everyone

If your in-house team gets catered lunches, free snacks in the break room,
or birthday parties, give your remote crew a similar experience - whether
you’re sending out goodie bags or other treats. These can help everyone
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on your team feel appreciated and on the same level. At yoffix we have put
people-focused features all throughout our roadmap.

Conclusion:

Using a platform with integrations to communication and HR tools can help
you smoothly and easily implement processes and communicate with
your remote and in-office employees. By having better visibility you can
better optimize resources, saving your business time and money in the
long run. Hybrid work isn’t a trend but a new way to conduct your business
and manage your workforce. At yoffix we’re happy to help tailor a practical
and simple solution that would fit your team.

Ready to kick-start your organization’s evolution in just a few simple steps?

Contact us to learn more, or book
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